COMPANY INTRODUCTION

OPESUS
We make SAP sustainability solutions work!
opesus provides SAP-based software solutions and consulting that allow companies to
run a sustainable business. Our extensive product development and deep technical
expertise allows us to offer effective and efficient technical solutions. Our team is highly
competent, flexible, professional, and committed to the success of our customers.

SAP CONSULTING

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Our experts will help you discover
and resolve problems and
challenges that you're facing

We deliver solutions that
complement and enhance SAP
sustainability solutions.

Our unique strength: deep SAP
software development expertise
combined with regulatory know-how
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Our modest but mighty team is creating software
and consulting our 95+ customers, helping them
more effectively and efficiently achieve their
compliance and sustainability goals.

Our first office in the USA was established in Chicago.

As the team continued to grow, the Ravensburg office was established.

The Frankfurt office was established to better serve our customers in the region.

opesus was founded by former employees of the Sustainability Department of SAP.

Our Solutions
opesus EHS Product Notification (EPN)
Our flagship software is the market leader among SAP
customers. opesus EPN supports the end-to-end process of
product notifications for customers to fulfill their legal obligations
for various formats such as Poison Centre Notifications (PCN)
and SCIP Database.

SUPPORTED FORMATS
German BfR

EU PCN

Swiss BAG

EU SCIP

opesus EPN leverages data in your SAP ERP to ensure
compliance simply and efficiently.

opesus EHSM Smart Input (ESI)
opesus ESI extends SAP EHS Management with easy and efficient maintenance of
large amounts of data for products, components, risk assessments, and chemicals. The
clean and user-friendly interface assists users in their daily work. With ESI, you can
manage or migrate a large number of product declarations or risk assessments in one
operation. This saves you time, effort, and ensures data quality.

opesus Product Compliance Essentials (PCE)
opesus PCE is a rapid implementation package for SAP EHSM Product Compliance. It
allows a standardized implementation in 4 months at a fixed price and contains bestpractice information, such as: pre-configuration, programs and tools, templates,
documentation, and a harmonized project methodology.

We are proud to serve...

95+
companies
in 13+
countries
...and many more!
www.opesus.com
contact@opesus.com

